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Joint Security and Robustness Enhancement for
Quantization Based Data Embedding

Min Wu, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper studies joint security and robustness
enhancement of quantization-based data embedding for multi-
media authentication applications. We present analysis showing
that through a lookup table (LUT) of nontrivial run that maps
quantized multimedia features randomly to binary data, the
probability of detection error can be considerably smaller than
the traditional quantization embedding. We quantify the security
strength of LUT embedding and enhance its robustness through
distortion compensation. Introducing a joint security and capacity
measure, we show that the proposed distortion-compensated LUT
embedding provides joint enhancement of security and robustness
over the traditional quantization embedding.

Index Terms—Data hiding, digital watermarking, distortion
compensation, joint security and robustness enhancement, lookup
table (LUT) embedding.

I. INTRODUCTION

DATA HIDING in multimedia signals has been an active
research area in recent years. One potential application is

to use the embedded data to verify whether or not a multimedia
host signal has been tampered with [1], [2]. The data-embed-
ding mechanism for these authentication applications should be
secure enough to prevent an adversary from forging the em-
bedded data at his/her will [3]. In addition, semi-fragileness
is often preferred to allow for distinguishing content changes
versus noncontent changes. Robustness against moderate com-
pression is desirable as the multimedia data with authentication
watermark embedded in may inevitably go through lossy com-
pression, such as in the emerging application of building trust-
worthy digital cameras [4]–[7]. In this paper, we focus on jointly
enhancing the robustness and security of core embedding mech-
anisms that can be used as building blocks for authentication.

While spread-spectrum techniques have been widely used to
embed a small number of bits robustly in multimedia signals
[8], quantization-based embedding is more common for such
high-rate data-hiding applications as authentication. A popular
technique, often known as odd–even embedding [9] or dithered
modulation [10], is to choose a quantization step sizeand
round a feature, which can be a sample or a coefficient of the
host signal, to the closest even multiples ofto embed a “0”
and to odd multiples to embed a “1”. Motivated by Costa’s in-
formation theoretical result [11], distortion compensation has
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been proposed to be incorporated into quantization-based em-
bedding [10], [12]–[14], where the quantization embedding re-
sult is combined linearly with the host signal to form a water-
marked signal. Using the optimal compensation factor that is
a function of watermark-to-noise ratio (WNR), distortion com-
pensated version of odd–even embedding can reach higher pay-
load than the odd–even embedding alone.

One of the main problems of quantization-based embedding
is security. An adversary who knows the embedding algorithm
can change the embedded data at his/her will, which presents
concerns of counterfeiting attacks on authentication [3]. There
are three directions in which to alleviate this security problem.
The first is to encrypt the data to be embedded using a secure
cipher such as AES and RSA [15]. The second approach is to
provide security to feature extraction, such as deriving features
through projecting a set of samples/coefficients along a direc-
tion specified by a key [16], [17]. The third approach is to add
security to the embedding mechanism itself to make it difficult
for an adversary to embed a specific bit at his/her will. Since the
first and second approaches involve multiple samples or coeffi-
cients, they cannot always allow the localization of tampered
regions to fine scale, which is a desirable feature for authen-
tication [2], [4]. In this paper, we concentrate on the third ap-
proach. More specifically, we propose new enhancement strate-
gies for quantization-based embedding, which leads to joint im-
provement of security and robustness. It can also be combined
with the other two approaches to further enhance the security
strength.

Our proposed approach is built on top of a general embed-
ding technique known as look-up table (LUT) embedding. A
pixel-domain LUT embedding scheme was proposed by Yeung
and Mintzer [2], and was extended to quantization-based em-
bedding in a transform domain in our earlier work [4]. The pro-
prietary LUT can be generated from a cryptographic key and
add security to embedding. With the same quantization step
size, the LUT embedding generally introduces larger distortion
than the traditional odd–even embedding, making it less pop-
ular. In this paper, however, we present analysis showing that at
the same WNR, the probability of detection error for LUT em-
bedding can be smaller than the odd–even embedding. We fur-
ther quantify the security strength of LUT embedding and ana-
lyze the effect of distortion compensation on it. As will be seen,
our proposed distortion compensated LUT embedding provides
joint enhancement of security and robustness over the traditional
quantization embedding.

The paper is organized as the follows. We begin with a general
formulation of LUT embedding in Section II. The security and
robustness of LUT embedding are analyzed in Section III and
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Section IV, respectively. We then propose and analyze distortion
compensated LUT embedding in Section V and demonstrate its
capability of joint enhancement of security and robustness. Sec-
tion VI presents experimental results on images. Finally, conclu-
sions are drawn in Section VII.

II. LUT EMBEDDING

We focus on quantization-based embedding in scalar features
and use uniform quantizers in this paper. A proprietary LUT

is generated beforehand. The table maps every possible
quantized feature value randomly to “1” or “0” with a constraint
that the runs of “1” and “0” are limited in length. To embed a
“1” in a feature, the feature is simply replaced by its quantized
version if the entry of the table corresponding to that feature
is also a “1”. If the entry of the table is a “0”, then the fea-
ture is changed to its nearest neighboring values for which the
entry is “1”. The embedding of a “0” is similar. For example,
we consider a uniform quantizer1 with quantization step size

and a look-up table
. To embed a “1” to a coefficient

“84”, we round it to the nearest multiple of ten such that the
multiple is mapped to “1” by the LUT. In this case, we found
that “90” satisfies this requirement and use “90” as the water-
marked pixel value. Similarly, to embed a “0” in this pixel, we
round it to “80”.

This embedding process can be abstracted into the following
formula, where is the original feature, is the marked one,

is a bit to be embedded in, and is the quantization
operation

.
(1)

Here,
. The extraction of the embedded data is by looking up the

table

(2)

where is the extracted bit.

III. QUANTIFYING THE SECURITY OFLUT EMBEDDING

During the process of LUT embedding by (1), when
does not match the bit to be embedded,

we need to find a nearby entry in LUT that is mapped to.
As such, the run of “1” and “0” entries of an LUT need to be
constrained to avoid excessive modification on the feature. We
denote the maximum allowable run of “1” and “0” as. To
analyze security as a function of, we start with the case of

, which leads to only two possible tables

(if i is even),
(if i is odd),

(if i is even)
(if i is odd).

1For a uniform quantizer with quantization step sizeq considered in this
paper, the quantization operationQuant(x) is to roundx to the nearest in-
teger multiples ofq.

This is essentially the odd–even embedding [9] or the dithered
modulation embedding [10]. Since there is little uncertainty in
the table, unauthorized persons can easily manipulate the em-
bedded data, and/or change some feature values while retaining
the embedded values. As we discussed earlier in this paper, the
odd–even embedding, or equivalently the choice of , is not
appropriate for authentication applications if no other security
measures, such as a careful design of what data to embed, are
taken.

When is greater than 1, the number of LUTs satisfying the
run constraint can be computed from the recursive relation pre-
sented in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Let be the number of -ary LUTs that
have a total of entries and runs no greater than. Then, for

(3)

Proof: See the Appendix.

Corollary 1: Construct a binary LUT as follows:
1) equiprobably initialize each of the first two entries to
0 or 1 and 2) generate the remaining entries with maximum
allowable run of 2. Let the number of-entry LUTs that satisfy
the above conditions be . Then, is equals to twice the
Fibonacci series for , and ,

, .
As an example of this corollary, we look at binary LUT with a

length of 256 and maximum run of 2. The total number of such
LUTs is on the order of , which is a significant increase
from only two possible tables for run 1.

We further quantify the uncertainty of LUT embedding by
identifying the generation process of binary LUT as a-state
Markov chain illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Defining a state vector as
[ , ], the state transition ma-
trix of this Markov chain is

(4)
We can show that the stationary probability of both and
states is

(5)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Quantifying the uncertainty in LUT table generation. (a) A Markov
chain model for LUT table generation, where the transition probability is 1/2
for solid arrow lines and 1 for dash arrow lines. (b) The entropy rate of LUT
table as a function of the maximum allowable runr.

for , and the entropy rate of the stationary process
is [18]

(6)

For example, in the case of maximum allowable run , the
LUT generation process is a 4-state Markov chain with transi-
tion matrix

(7)

The stationary probability is , and the
entropy rate is 2/3 bit. In contrast, the entropy rate with max-
imum run of 1 (or equivalently, the odd-even embedding) is 0
bit. We plot the entropy rate as a function ofin Fig. 1(b), which
indicates that the uncertainty of LUT has increased significantly
with a slight increase of the maximum allowable run.

It is important to note that the security quantified in this sec-
tion measures how difficult an adversary can manipulate the
data embedded in a watermarked feature with the knowledge
of only this feature. We are interested in how much uncertainty
a basic embedding mechanism can offer to each individual fea-
ture. Zooming into an LUT embedding mechanism that is al-
ready sufficiently secure at the individual feature level, another
security aspect addresses how feasible it is for an adversary to
derive the LUT from a number of watermarked features. Such
a threat can be alleviated by introducing location dependency

so that effectively different LUTs are used for different features
[3]. Interested readers can refer to [3] for details.

IV. ROBUSTNESSANALYSIS ON LUT EMBEDDING

Though bringing higher security, the increase in the allowable
run will inevitably lead to larger embedding distortion when a
feature value of the host signal is not mapped by LUT to the bit
to be embedded. In this section, we analyze the mean squared
distortion introduced by LUT embedding and its probability of
detection error under additive white Gaussian noise.

A. Distortion Incurred by Embedding

The mean squared distortion incurred by LUT embedding
with binary LUT and maximum allowable run is derived
as the follows. First, we consider the error incurred purely by
quantization, i.e., rounding an original feature in the range of

to . We assume that the original
feature distributed (approximately) uniformly over this range,
leading to a mean-squared distortion of

(8)

This is the case when the LUT entry corresponding to the quan-
tized version of the original feature equals to the bit to be em-
bedded. We then consider the case thatdoes not map to the
desired bit value by LUT. In this situation, we have to shift the
watermarked feature to or in order to embed

the desired bit. For a half interval of an
original feature, maps to the desired bit by LUT and
is output as watermarked feature with probability of

. On the other hand, with probability of
, maps to the same value as does, and

that value does not equal to the desired bit. According to the run
constraint, must be mapped to the desired bit value and
should be output as the watermarked feature. By symmetry, the
other half interval of an original feature
can be analyzed in the same way. The mean squared distortion
when does not match to the desired bit value is thus

(9)

The probability terms and
can be computed from the Markovian model pre-

sented in Section III. If the Markov chain is initialized with the
stationary probability (or equivalently,
the initial status of the LUT generation is set to this probability),
we have

(10)

Therefore

(11)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of reduced detection errors of LUT embedding as the
maximum allowable runr increases.

Since with probability of 1/2 the table lookup value of
matches the desired bit, the overall MSE of the embedding is

(12)

We can see that using the quantization step size, LUT em-
bedding with maximum run of 2 introduces MSE distortion of

, which is larger than the MSE distortion of by the
odd-even embedding (or equivalently, LUT embedding with run
1). However, with larger run in LUT, stronger noise dragging a
watermarked feature out of the enforced interval does not neces-
sarily lead to errors in detection. An example is shown in Fig. 2.
When noise drags a watermarked featureaway to ,
the extracted bit will have different value from the embedded
bit in the case of odd-even embedding (run 1). Such a detection
error may not happen when the allowable run of LUT increases
since with some probability and are now mapped
to the same bit value, as shown in Fig. 2. The probability of de-
tection error can therefore be reduced. Next, we present analytic
and experimental results on this issue.

B. Probability of Detection Error Under Additive White
Gaussian Noise

To quantify the robustness in terms of the probability of de-
tection error, we assume that the watermarked feature is at
and that the additive noise follows i.i.d. Gaussian distribution

with zero mean and variance . The probability of
noise pushing a feature to other intervals that are far away from

is small due to the fast decay of the tails of Gaussian distri-
bution, so the probability of detection error can be approximated
by considering only the nearby intervals around. When noise
drags the watermarked feature away fromto , we will en-
counter detection error only when .
For LUT embedding with a maximum allowable run of 2, there
are three cases for the LUT entries of , , and :

• ;
• ;
•

Applying the Markovian property of LUT to computing the joint
probability

where , we find the probability of the first case as

(13)

(14)

Note that (14) is based on the stationary probability of the
Markov chain, which is valid either when the Markov chain is
initialized with the stationary probability, or whenapproaches
infinity. Similarly, we obtain the probability of the other two
cases as

(15)

(16)

Thus, the probability of detection error under Gaussian noise
can be approximated by

(17)

(18)

where the Q-function is the tail probability of a Gaussian
random variable . Defining the watermark-to-noise ratio
(WNR) as the ratio of MSE distortion introduced by wa-
termark embedding to that by additional noise, we have

for the LUT embedding with maximum allowable run
according to (12). The probability of detection error of

(18) in terms of WNR becomes

(19)

This analytic approximation of the probability of detection error
vs. WNR is compared with the simulation result for maximum
allowable run . We can see from Fig. 3 that the analytic
approximation and simulation conform very well.

In contrast, for LUT with a maximum run of 1 (or equiva-
lently, the odd-even embedding), detection error occurs as soon
as the noise is strong enough to drag the watermarked feature
to the quantization intervals next to the interval. The proba-
bility of detection errors for this embedding is

(20)

(21)

where the WNR .
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Fig. 3. Analytic and simulation result of detection error probability under
white Gaussian noise for LUT embedding with maximum allowable LUT run
of 2.

Fig. 4. Detection error probability under white Gaussian noise for LUT
embedding with different maximum allowable LUT runs.

Using a total of 500 000 simulation points at each WNR
ranging from 6 dB to 10 dB, we compare the probability
of detection error versus WNR for maximum allowable run

of 1, 2, 3, and infinity, respectively. As can be seen from
Fig. 4, of a maximum run of 2 (solid line) is significantly
smaller than a run of 1 (dot line) for up to 4-dB advantage at
low and medium WNR, and is slightly higher at high WNR.
In addition, the further increase of LUT’s run (dotted-dashed
line and dashed line) gives only a small amount of reduction
of at low WNR and much larger at medium and high
WNR. This indicates that LUT embedding with maximum
allowable run of 2 can potentially provide higher robustness, as
well as higher security than the commonly used quantization
embedding with equivalent run 1. In the next section, we
explore techniques that further improve the robustness and
capacity of LUT embedding.

V. DISTORTION-COMPENSATEDLUT EMBEDDING

Motivated by Costa’s information theoretical result [11], dis-
tortion compensation has been proposed and incorporated into
quantization-based embedding [10], [12]–[14], where the LUT
enforced feature is combined linearly with the original feature
value to form a watermarked feature. Using an optimal scaling
factor that is a function of WNR, distortion compensated version
of odd-even embedding provides higher capacity than without
compensation [10]. The basic idea behind such improvement
is to render more separation between the watermarked feature
values while keeping the mean square distortion introduced by
the embedding process unchanged. In this section, we propose
to apply distortion compensation to LUT embedding and study
the impact of distortion compensation on the reliability of LUT
embedding.

A. Analysis of Probability of Detection Error

Let be the original unmarked feature, the output from
LUT embedding alone (with maximum allowable LUT run
), and be the finally watermarked feature after distortion

compensation. We use a quantization step size ofto produce
in the LUT embedding step, where is also used

as a weighting factor in distortion compensation

(22)

When equals 1, this is reduced to the LUT embedding with
quantization step size and without distortion compensation.
The overall mean squared distortion introduced by this distor-
tion compensated embedding is

(23)

In other words, the mean squared distortion by embedding re-
mains the same as in the noncompensated version that uses a
quantization step size of.

One criterion for selecting of is to maximize the following
“SNR”:

(24)

Here, the “signal” power in the numerator is the mean squared
distance between two neighboring, perfectly enforced feature
values representing “1” and “0”, and the “noise” power in the de-
nominator is the mean squared deviation away from a perfectly
enforced feature, where the deviation is introduced by both dis-
tortion compensation and additional noise of variance. The

value that maximizes the above SNR can be found as

(25)

We can see that in terms of a function of WNR, this optimum
compensation factor is identical to the distortion compensation
case studied by Chen–Wornell [10] where the equivalent run is
1. We also note that a watermarking system under study usually
targets at optimizing the embedding capacity at a specific noise
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level. This will give a specific targeted WNR, and lead to an
optimal corresponding to this noise level. When the targeted
noise level changes, so does the corresponding optimal.

To analyze the probability of detection error, we focus on the
scenario when is in the interval of for
some , and study three cases of , namely (1) ,
(2) , and (3) , respectively.
As analyzed in the previous section, the conditional probability
of each of these three cases is 1/2, 1/3, and 1/6, respectively. In
the first case of , the watermarked feature

where . Under white Gaussian noise
, the conditional probability of error can be further

broken down into three substantial terms that reflect different
combinations of the , , and entries in the
LUT table. This analysis approach is similar to the one used
in Section IV-B. Thus, the conditional probability of error for
this case becomes

(26)

(27)

Similarly, the conditional probability of error for the other two
cases are given as follows:

(28)

(29)

Fig. 5. Analytic and simulation result of detection error probability under
white Gaussian noise for distortion compensated LUT embedding with
maximum allowable run of 2.

The result of can be obtained
by symmetry. Therefore, we arrive at the overall probability of
detection error as

(30)

(31)

where , and is the WNR. Because of
the fast decay of as increases, we can further approxi-
mate into four terms

(32)

Fig. 5 plots the probability of error versus the WNR for
distortion compensated LUT embedding with maximum allow-
able run of 2. Solid line represents the numerical evaluation of
(31), cross marks are approximations of (32), and the dashed
line comes from our simulation of a total of 500 000 data points
at each WNR setting. We can see that the analytic approxima-
tions of (31) and (32) agree very well with the simulation re-
sults especially at high WNR, while there is a small gap between
them at lower WNR. Including more LUT entries aroundin
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Fig. 6. BSC embedding capacity under different maximum allowable LUT
runs and different compensation settings.

our analysis will improve the approximation accuracy and re-
duce this gap at low WNR.

Next, we jointly evaluate the robustness and security of the
proposed distortion compensated LUT embedding with max-
imum allowable run of 2 and of other embedding settings.

B. Joint Evaluation of Robustness and Security

We quantify the robustness of different embedding settings
through their embedding capacities at a wide range of WNRs.
For simplicity, the channel between embedding and detection is
modeled as a simple, binary symmetric channel (BSC) [18] with
cross-over probability being the probability of error studied
above. That is

(33)

We compare the BSC embedding capacity of five cases
in Fig. 6, namely, the maximum allowable run of 2 with and
without distortion compensation, constant run of 1 (traditional
odd-even embedding) with and without compensation, and
maximum allowable run of infinity (i.e., no run constraint)
with compensation. From the cross-marked line to the dashed
line, we see that when the maximum allowable run is 2, the
embedding capacity increases significantly for up to 4-dB
advantage in WNR after applying distortion compensation. We
also observe that when keeping all other conditions identical
and only varying the maximum allowable run of LUT, the
increase in allowable run gives higher embedding capacity in
low WNR when no compensation is used (the dotted line to the
cross marked line), and a moderately smaller capacity when
distortion compensation is applied (the solid line to the dash
line to the circle line). For example, at comparable capacity,
distortion compensated LUT embedding with maximum run
of 2 requires about 1 dB more in WNR than the compensated
case with run of 1. The intuition behind is as follows: the run
constraint of 1 with distortion compensation, or equivalently
the scalar Costa’s embedding [14], gives near-optimal embed-
ding capacity supported by information theoretical study [10],

Fig. 7. Linear joint security and capacity measure of LUT embedding as a
function of weight! at a WNR of 0 dB.

which concerns maximizing the capacity under a specific WNR
without other considerations such as the security inherent in
the embedding mechanism in Section III. On the other hand,
the case of run constraints of 2 provides extra uncertainty in
the embedding. As an expense, the error rate at the same WNR
level is slightly higher, or equivalently, the embedding capacity
is lower than the run-1 case. This shows a tradeoff between
capacity and security, but the above embedding capacity
comparison alone, however, concerns mainly the robustness
and does not include information about security.

To take into account both security and robustness issues, we
define a joint measure as a function of the entropy
rate of the embedding mapping and the embedding capacity

. One simple choice of is a linear combination of the
entropy rate and the embedding capacity under BSC assumption
for additive noise. That is

(34)

where is the entropy rate of LUT table given by (6),
is the BSC embedding capacity given by (33), and is
a weight factor to provide desirable emphasis to security and
robustness issues. We plot this joint measure at 0 dB WNR
for maximum LUT run of 1 and 2, respectively, with different
weight and different compensation settings. We can see from
Fig. 7 that distortion compensated embedding with run con-
straint of 2 (cross-marked line) gives the highestover a wide
range of weight values. It holds until the weightgoing below
0.15 or security is not much concerned, where the joint measure
for the traditional odd-even embedding with distortion compen-
sation (dash line) becomes higher. The figure suggests that as
long as some level of security is desired, by slightly increasing
the allowable LUT run from 1 to 2 and by applying distortion
compensation, we can provide joint improvement of security
and robustness to quantization-based embedding.

C. Discussions

Variations of Distortion Compensation:We explore a few
variations of distortion compensation and compare their perfor-
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Fig. 8. Illustration of different distortion-compensation strategies.

Fig. 9. Comparison of probability of error of three compensation techniques
for LUT embedding with maximum allowable run of 2.

mance with the linear compensation in (22). We shall focus on
the case of maximum allowable run of 2. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
to embed a bit , the linear compensation technique interpo-
lates between the enforced point (highlighted by a hexag-
onal icon) and the original feature point (five-star icon). To
prevent the compensation step from introducing large deviation
from the enforced point when , we propose two
alternatives to . One is a boundary point (diamond icon),
and the other is a mirroring point (triangle icon).

Shown in Fig. 9 are the performances of boundary-point-
based compensation (cross marks), mirroring-based compensa-
tion (dot line), and the optimal linear compensation (solid line).
The probabilities of detection error are comparable for these
three compensation cases. The underlying reason is because
the larger distortion introduced by embedding, such as in the
optimal linear compensation can also bring larger guard zone
hence resist stronger distortion. This leads to nearly identical
robustness of the above three compensation approaches when
normalized in terms of WNR.

Robustness Against Uniformly Distributed Noise:Primarily
introduced by quantizing the watermarked signals, uniformly
distributed noise is common in data-hiding applications. Due to
the bounded nature of uniform noise, detection is error free until
the range of noise exceeds half of the quantization step size.
The probability of detection error under uniform noise for the
odd-even embedding was analyzed in our previous work [19].
For embedding with larger LUT runs and distortion compensa-
tion, the robustness analysis against uniformly distributed addi-
tive noise is similar to that for Gaussian noise presented earlier
in this paper and will not be elaborated here. We present the

Fig. 10. Comparison of the probability of detection error under uniform versus
white Gaussian noise for LUT embedding with maximum allowable run of 2 and
linear distortion compensation.

robustness comparison of LUT embedding against uniform
noise versus white Gaussian noise in Fig. 10, where the LUT
embedding uses maximum allowable run of 2 and linear
distortion compensation. We see that the LUT embedding has
similar robustness against uniform and Gaussian noise. The
quantization nature of LUT embedding, along with the bounded
property of uniform noise, gives a zero-error region at very
high WNR; and the slightly higher error rate in medium WNR
under uniform noise can be reduced by soft detection [19].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSWITH IMAGES

As a proof-of-concept, we apply our proposed distortion com-
pensated LUT embedding with run constraint of 2 to the 512

512 Lenna image. One bit is embedded in each pixel, and
the embedded raw data forms a 512512 pattern shown in
Fig. 11(c). For comparison, we have also implemented a embed-
ding scheme using the same LUT but without compensation,2

as well as the popular odd-even embedding with and without
compensation. The base quantization stepis 3 and the PSNRs
of watermarked images are about 42 dB. Fig. 11(b) shows a
zoomed-in version of watermarked Lenna by the proposed em-
bedding with LUT run constraint of 2 and linear distortion com-
pensation.

Next, we add white Gaussian noise to watermarked images
and tailor its strength to give a WNR of 0 dB in all tests. The
detection errors on 512 512-bit raw data are visualized in
Fig. 12, from which we can see an improvement by distortion
compensation [Fig. 12(c) and (d)] on reducing the raw bit error
rate by 10%. We also note that when distortion compensation
is applied, the error rate for run constraint of 1 [Fig. 12(c)] is
slightly lower than that for run constraint of 2 [Fig. 12(d)]. These
all confirm our analysis presented in Fig. 6 of Section V.

To overcome the bit errors in data extraction, channel coding
can be applied to provide reliable communication at targeted
WNRs. Here, we visualize the effect of simple repetition coding

2This noncompensated scheme is similar to [2] but applied in quantized
pixels. For simplicity, we omit an error diffusion step that can further improve
the perceptual quality of watermarked images.
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Fig. 11. A zoomed-in view of the (a) original Lenna image and (b) the watermarked version using distortion-compensated LUT embedding with run constraint
of 2, along with (c) a 512� 512-bit pattern embedded in the Lenna image. The base quantization step is 3 and the PSNRs of the watermarked images are 42 dB.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12. Visualization of raw error pattern by LUT embedding with different settings underWNR = 0dB. (a) Run= 1, no compensation, error 38.8%. (b) Run
� 2, no compensation, error 35.1%. (c) Run= 1, with compensation, error 23.6%. (b) Run� 2, with compensation, error 26.0%.

followed by majority voting in decoding. As can be seen from
Fig. 13, the 16-time repetition coding of a 128128-bit pattern
can allow most bits extracted correctly, and the 64-time repeti-
tion will deliver a 64 64-bit pattern free of error. The result
under uniform noise at WNR 0 dB, shown in Fig. 13(c), is sim-
ilar to that under white Gaussian noise. This is expected based
on our study in Section V-C.

Furthermore, we examine the effects of attacks other than ad-
ditive white noise. In particular, we are interested in the perfor-
mance under the popular JPEG compression. We apply JPEG
compression with quality factors 95% and 75%, respectively,
to the watermarked image of Fig. 11. As shown in Fig. 14(a),
the equivalent WNR of JPEG 95% quality is 0.5 dB and the raw
error rate before error correction coding is 24.5%, both of which
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13. Visualization of extracted data after applying repetition coding and majority voting underWNR = 0dB. The effective payloads are: (a) 64� 64 bits
and (b) and (c) 128� 128 bits. (a) 64 repetitions, Gaussian noise. (b) 16 repetitions, Gaussian noise. (c) 16 repetitions, uniform noise. The noise distribution is (a)
and (b) white Gaussian and (c) white uniform.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Visualization of extracted data from the watermarked image of Fig. 11
after JPEG compression with two different quality factors: (a) JPEG 95% quality
with equivalent WNR=0.5 dB and error rate before coding 24.5%. (b) JPEG
75% quality with equivalent WNR= �6.25 dB and error rate before coding
37.8%. 16-time repetition coding and majority voting is used, with an effective
payload of 128� 128 bits.

are comparable to the additive noise case shown in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13. When compression becomes stronger with respect to
the watermark, as in Fig. 14(b), the error rate before coding is
higher and requires more powerful coding to accurately extract
the effective payload. For the same level of compression, one
can increase the quantization step size and thus make the wa-
termark stronger to reduce the raw error rate. This is a tradeoff
between robustness, imperceptibility, and payload.

As a final note, the proposed LUT embedding with distortion
compensation can be combined with advanced coding such as
those in [13], [14] to improve the coding efficiency. It can also be
applied in transform domains such as the DCT and the Wavelet
domain for improved tradeoff between imperceptibility, pay-
load, and robustness against common processing.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, this paper studies the joint enhancement of se-
curity and robustness for quantization-based data embedding.
We start with a general embedding approach that employs a
LUT mapping quantized multimedia features to binary data. We
quantify the security strength of LUT embedding in terms of
entropy rate and have shown that the security is improved sig-
nificantly with a slight increase of the allowable LUT run from
1 to 2. We present analysis showing that LUT embedding with
larger run constraints can have smaller probability of detection
error for up to 4-dB advantage in WNR. We then explore dis-
tortion compensation on LUT embedding to further enhance its
robustness and provide an additional advantage of up to 4 dB in
WNR. Through a joint security and capacity measure, we have
shown that our proposed distortion compensated LUT embed-
ding with maximum allowable run of 2 offers joint enhancement
of security and robustness over the traditional quantization em-
bedding that has an equivalent run of 1. This joint enhancement
makes the proposed embedding scheme an attractive building
block for multimedia authentication applications.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1:The generation process of LUT table
can be represented using an-ary tree, and equals to
the number of nodes in the level of this tree. Proving
(3) is thus equivalent to count the nodes in Level- .
First, we mark all the nodes that have different values from
their parent nodes. The number of nodes marked in this step is

. Next, for , among the unmarked nodes of
Level- that have the same value as their parent nodes,

of them have a grandparent node and a parent
node that carry different values. Because the nodes’ value
changes from grandparent level to parent level, the run is reset
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there so that the run from parent to the current level does not
exceed the constraint. We therefore mark these nodes, giving
a total of marked nodes. We continue
this marking process for nodes that have continuous run of 3,

to mark all the nodes in Level- , giving a total
number of .
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